
GROOT  APARTMENTS AND WAREHOUSE: 

ABSTRACT:   

 

At GROOT apartments, leisure is a strong driver in encouraging neighbourhood interaction and 

enabling a strong sense of community. Within their apartment block, tenants can interact while 

watering the plants at the verge garden or cooking with friends and family at the communal ground 

floor area. The Groot warehouse actively aims to welcome the larger Fremantle community by 

directly connecting to the frequent markets that occur at the stack wood parallel to the akin 

warehouse. It hosts a vibrant café space, a grocery store and a click and collects space for upcoming 

artists to sell their products. The private balconies have also been designed to connect to the vibrant 

street life where residents can enjoy watching the street while enjoying their morning and evening 

tea or coffee. Hyper flexibility is also a key driving force at Groot apartments; each apartment is 

made from three CLT primary modules that can be mirrored across x and y-axis; this allows Akin 

apartments to easily be configured onto any site. All the modules are optimized to fit onto a 

standard truck and each level can be stacked onto a site in seven days! 
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MEET GROOT 
At GROOT apartments it is believed that leisure is a strong driver in 
encouraging neighborhood interac�on and enabling a strong sense of 
community. Within their apartment block tenants can be found 
interac�ng while watering the plants at the verge garden or cooking 
with friends and family at the communal ground floor area. The Groot 
warehouse ac�vely aims to welcome the larger Fremantle community
by making a direct connec�on to the frequent markets that occur at 
the stack wood parallel to the Groot warehouse. It hosts a vibrant café 
space a grocery store and a click and collect space for upcoming ar�sts 
to sell their products. The private balconies have also been designed to 
connect to the vibrant street life where residents can enjoy watching 
the street while enjoying their morning and evening tea or coffee.
Hyper flexibility is also a key driving force at Groot apartments, each 
apartment is made from three CLT primary modules that can be 
mirrored across x and y axis, this allows Groot apartments to easily be 
configured onto any site. All the modules are op�mized to fit onto a 
standard truck and each level can be stacked onto a site in seven days!
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Each module will be en�rely wrapped with a suitable protec�ve 
membrane at the prefabrica�on factory prior to transporta�on. This is 
a crucial component in order to provide sufficient protec�on of the 
modular structures during transport and on-site. Module connec�ons 
can be protected through installa�on of a divider plank on the façade 
boarding and taping the joints (Stora Enso Building Solu�ons, 2016).
The nominated Class 1 RAV, low loader with maximum gross tonnes of 
92.5 tonnes, is required to conform with Mainroads’ Oversize Period 
Permit to allow safe movement of the dwellings and structures and 
prevent damages on exis�ng infrastructure along its route. Figure 9 
below illustrates the transporta�on programme as per Main Roads 
Western Australia (MRWA) and will be adjusted accordingly to suit 
project-by-project basis.
Crane sizes used to li� modular structures usually range from 20 to 350 
tonnes (Sarens, 2014), although for this instance, loca�on of safe 
access points, rota�on allowed, and the desired heights is cri�cal. The 
volumetric module weights for Modules A, B, C and D, are 12.9 tonnes, 
8.6 tonnes, 8.0 tonnes, and 5.2 tonnes respec�vely. These values were 
only based on the CLT weights and 1.5kPa for services and finishes. 
Nonetheless, the handling and li�ing process should allow for efficient 
assembly of the modules on Site and safety of all site personnel.
Hois�ng and rigging system will allow direct ver�cal li�. Given the 
weight and size of the modules, the Design Team proposes site 
erec�on via 4 to 6 li�ing points, to reduce the stress on the panel to 
clutch connec�on. Li�ing points can either be from the bo�om or top 
panel, depending on the final weight of the structure. However, li�ing 
from the bo�om panel is iden�fied to be more ideal in case of �ght 
factory access and preven�ng the likelihood of excessive bending of 
the en�re module. There are various li�ing connec�ons such as 
standard bolted clamp plate, load rings, swivel eye bolt (FPInnova�ons, 
2019) or other proprietary connec�ons from suppliers like Camlock or 
Ranger. 
The QR coding system is proposed to iden�fy each individual volume in 
design and manufacturing stages and will also be used during the site 
assembly process. Scanning the QR codes will provide contractors 
cri�cal informa�on, such as the loca�on and orienta�on of each 
volume plus material and labour informa�on on structural and service 
connec�ons. In addi�on to providing contractors quick access to 
assembly informa�on, Schultz (2021) suggests QR system can be used 
in project to provide access to safety videos, instruc�on manuals and 
workforce informa�on.
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GROOT    APARTMENTS AND 
WAREHOUSE: 
EXCUTIVE SUMMARY.



 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  
Advanced design that delivers community and client value: 

• External cladding in the weather panelling along with the building-integrated greenery
create the appearance of the building being non modular/ permanent.

• A modular apartment building that appears to be permanent can add value to the build to
rent program and yield rental income similar to a traditional apartment building.

• The akin warehouse and annex open space aims to be a communal space that supports the
upcoming local business and contribute to the circular economy of Fremantle.

• The roof space is optimized for the placement of solar panels with the intention of peer to
peer sharing of energy micro grid of east Fremantle.

The potential of new technologies and New construction systems and smart materials: 

• CLT connections offer potential to a variety of new technologies such as Knapp connectors
that allow for self-locking mechanism between connections.

• This offers quick assembly of the different modules and excellent resistance while
transportation and lifting of modules in assembly and disassembly.

• Similar to Knapp, dovetail joinery offers Japanese style joinery between the different
components of the modules however it requires precise CNC machinery (Gagnon, Sylvain,
and Karacabeyli. 2019)

Processes and professions in transdisciplinary design approaches and Processes and professions 
in transdisciplinary design approaches:  

• A QR-Code System embedded into the CLT panels can further improve reduce project time,
and utilize Just- In-Time (JITS) processes to achieve lean manufacturing (Wood solutions
2018).

Resilience and sustainability responses to the climate emergency: 

• Timber is the core component of manufacturing CLT and it is renewable and can be locally
sourced without using of heavy machinery it has a low embodied energy. Although

• CLT cannot be recycled as a building material after its lifespan it can readily be used as
biofuel (Wood solutions 2018).

• For the roof a Colorbond custom orb roofing is used and it is Part of the Freo vernacular,
Australian made, contains recycled content and is 100% recyclable at the end of its useful
life.

• Light colour also reflects exessive sunlight. The weatherx wall cladding are manufactured
from timbermillings that would otherwise be discarded as waste, and are combined with
other non-toxic, low embodied energy materials to form a durable external cladding.

• Brick found on and around the site is used for the site paving and boundary walls. The timber
boat frame found on site is reused as an entry way on the stack street entrance and also to
beused for furniture where appropriate. 7kW Solar panels are all oriented on east and west
facing roofs. Greenery is incorporated into the shading system and can be easily
decomposed at the end of its life.



Design for Manufacture and Assembly (DfMA) and Disassembly processes and smart engagement 
with changing construction sites (refer to engineer’s report for details).  

• The number of modules has been limited to 5 modules only with all services running through
the core of the building.

• Each module has at least three pick up points and is designed to be stacked on top of each
other.

• The stacking method streamlines the optimizes the manufacturing, assembly and
disassembly process and is quicker than other modular approaches such as creation of a
mother structure or flat packing.

• All stacking can be done using an industry standard crane and modules self-lock on top of
each other using the Knapp and Xradd joinery systems.

High building performance across the whole building lifecycle: 
• Will CLT has great insulation capacities, all external walls are to be further insulated to

reduce any infiltration.
• The east and west window provide great opportunity for heat gain during winter the external

clip-on louvers shade the windows during summer.
• The apartments have been designed to allow cross ventilation and use Fremantle doctor to

cool down the building during summer.

New construction systems and smart materials and Advanced & efficient manufacture of building 
components, digitization, robotics, LEAN manufacturing and operational efficiency:  

• X-RAD from Rothoblaas can be used in joinery of the modules across different levels and
also be used as a lifting hook for onsite handling of panels.

• It can also serve as a connection between the wall and the concrete foundation (Gagnon,
Sylvain, and Karacabeyli. 2019).

Innovative business models and development and financing models. 
• The build to rent program offers a great potential for the akin apartments to be used within

areas where there is a shortage of rental accommodation.
• The various coworking spaces and space for local business such as artist click and collect,

grocery store, co working café space and markets also adds to the value proposition.
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